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Abstract  
 

Background: Lichen sclerosus (LS) is a scarring chronic inflammatory 
disease affecting mainly genital skin. Increasing evidence suggests that 
the occluded exposure of susceptible epithelium to urine is implicated in 
the pathogenesis of male genital LS (1). This theory has 
not been robustly investigated in females (2).  

 
Methods: This study utilised data prospectively entered into the East 
Lancashire Hospitals NHS Trust vulval dermatology database between  
2017 and 2020.  Cross-sectional analysis of data for adult female 
patients was performed to determine the odds of UI in LS compared 
with other genital conditions. The LS group were adult females with 
genital LS, diagnosed either clinically or histologically. The non-LS 
group were adult female patients with a genital condition other than LS, 
also identified from the database. The primary outcome was the 
reported presence of UI, screened for using the validated 
International Consultation of Incontinence Questionnaire Short Form 
(ICIQ). Multivariable logistic regression was used to assess for 
confounding and obtain a final model.  

 
Results: Data for 384 women were analysed; 126 women with genital 
LS and 258 with an alternative genital condition. The prevalence of UI 
was 63% in the LS group and 34% in the non-LS group, P<0.001. 
Women with LS were significantly older (median 62 versus 50,  
P<0.001), with higher BMI (median 29 versus 26, P<0.001) and parity 
(median 2, interquartile range 2-3 versus 0-2). The unadjusted OR for 
UI was 3.85 (95%CI 2.40-6.18), P<0.001. The final age-adjusted OR for 
UI was 2.56 (95%CI 1.55-4.24), P <0.001.    
 
Conclusion: This study demonstrates that the odds of UI were 
increased 2.5-fold in women with LS.  Large population-based cohort  
studies are now needed to determine the nature of this association in 
the female population.  
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Introduction 

 
 

Identifying potential trigger factors for LS was identified as one of the top 10 questions in the 
2018 James Lind Alliance Lichen Sclerosus Priority Setting Partnership. “Trigger factors” 
include both factors responsible for development of lichen sclerosus and for its flare‐ups; for 

example, irritation from clothing, chemicals or urine, trauma, environmental factors, drugs and 
medications(1). 

 
In males, an increasing body of evidence supports the theory that occluded exposure of 
susceptible epithelium to urine can be a trigger for developing LS. In uncircumcised males, tiny 
droplets of urine can become occluded between the foreskin and the penis(2). This may explain 
the pattern of LS in males, usually involving the foreskin and distal penis(3) and rarely affecting 
the peri-anal area(4). This is in contrast to the typical ‘figure-of-eight’ distribution of LS in 
women, involving the outer labia majora, labia minora, inter-labial sulci and perineum(5).  This 
pattern corresponds with the areas that would be in prolonged contact with urine if incontinence 
is present. LS is extremely rare in circumcised men(6), supporting the idea that it is the 
occluded exposure to urine specifically that is important in the pathogenesis of LS.  

 
Extrapolating established evidence in males to female patients with LS, it is likely that occluded 
exposure to urine is a trigger factor for LS. The consensus among many specialist clinicians 
treating women with vulval conditions is that the prevalence of UI is higher in LS than in other 
vulval conditions. Our recent systematic review found that the prevalence of UI in LS is 35%, 
which is comparable to the general population. However, the evidence was limited and poor 
quality. Therefore, a study with systematically collected, prospective data is needed to establish 
whether urinary incontinence is more common in patients with LS than in other vulval diseases.  

Methods 

 
Study design and setting 

This cross-sectional study utilised data prospectively entered into the East Lancashire Hospitals 
NHS Trust vulval dermatology database between 2017 and 2020. Data have been 
systematically collected and recorded for all adult female patients attending a specialist vulval 
dermatology clinic as part of routine practice. All patients were assessed by a Consultant 
Dermatologist with a specialist interest in vulval disease.  

Patient details were entered in the database at first visit, independent of the clinical diagnosis, 
and not repeated.  Clinical diagnosis (plus histological if available), demographics, body mass 
index (BMI), parity, hygiene practices and past medical history were recorded. All patients 
completed an International Consultation on Incontinence Questionnaire Urinary Incontinence 
Short Form (ICIQ) and the score was recorded. The ICIQ is a validated simple tool for 
evaluating the frequency, severity and impact on quality of life of urinary incontinence(7). The 
score range is 0-21, with a higher score indicating greater severity of symptoms. 

The database was interrogated at East Lancashire Hospitals Trust on 9 th January 2020. A data 
quality check performed separately confirmed all data were extracted correctly. Following advice 
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from the University of Nottingham Research Governance Office, ethical approval was not 
required as data were anonymised and unlinked throughout data analysis. The data custodian 
at the collection site granted permission to use these data in the way described. 

Study population 

All adult females presenting to the specialist vulval clinic between 2017 and 9th January 2020 
were included in this study. Patients under 18 were not included; these patients did not have 
BMI or ICIQ measured. The LS group were women with genital LS, diagnosed clinically and/or 
histologically. Cases with LS and lichen planus (LP) overlap were included but analysed 
separately in a sensitivity analysis. There were no exclusions, provided the diagnosis of LS was 
confirmed either clinically or histologically in the specialist clinic.  

The non-LS group were adult female patients with a genital condition other than LS, also 
identified from the database. Patients with incontinence-associated dermatitis as the sole 
diagnosis were included in the non-LS group. The clinic letters for all cases of irritant contact 
dermatitis (ICD) were reviewed by two investigators (L.K. and C.O.) to identify cases of 
incontinence-associated ICD as the sole diagnosis. These patients were analysed in a 
sensitivity analysis. 

Outcomes 

The primary outcome of interest was the reported presence of UI, screened for using the ICIQ 
score.  

Clinical diagnosis 

Diagnoses were made predominantly on clinical grounds but where the clinical presentation was 
atypical or there were concerns about malignancy, biopsy was undertaken.  

Study size 
 

A power calculation showed that for 90% power and 5% error to detect a 20% difference in the 
likelihood of LS patients having incontinence compared to alternate vulval conditions, 110 
patients needed to be included per group.  

Statistical methods 

 
Confounders 

 
Age was identified as an a priori confounder; the prevalence of UI increases with age (up to 

50%)(8) and the incidence rate of LS is highest in women 75-79 years of age(9). We identified 

BMI and parity as additional potential confounders(10-12), as well as washing frequency. 

 

The practice of pre-prayer washing was noted to be common amongst women with irritant 

contact dermatitis in this clinic. In Islam, Wudhu or Wudu involves washing of the hands, arms, 

mouth, face, neck and feet before prayer.  Ghusl is the ‘major ablution’ and entails washing the 
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entire body and genitals. Ghusl is required before prayer in certain circumstances, before 

touching the Qur’an or reciting its verses and prior to entering a mosque(13).   

 

Autoimmune disease is another potential confounding comorbidity, however due to the ‘free 

text’ nature of this part of the database, lack of completion could not be assumed to represent 

lack of disease. Therefore, history of autoimmune disease was not analysed. 

 

Analysis 
 

The association between potential confounders, the exposure and outcome were analysed 
using the two-sample t-test for normally distributed continuous data or Mann-Whitney U-test for 
non-normally distributed continuous data.  Pearson’s χ2‐test was used for categorical data. 

Univariate logistic regression was conducted to determine the association between LS and UI. 
Multivariable logistic regression using the 10% change in the adjusted odds ratio (OR) was used 
to assess for confounding and to obtain a final model. All confounders were included in the final 
model.  
 
Sensitivity analysis  

 
Participants with LS/LP overlap were included in the LS group. As there were only 8 cases, 
subgroup analysis was not possible. A sensitivity analysis was conducted by excluding them.  
Participants with incontinence-associated ICD were included in the non-LS group and analysed 
in a sensitivity analysis by excluding them. A third sensitivity analysis excluding both LS/LP 
overlap and incontinence-associated dermatitis was performed. 

 
Missing data 

 
Where baseline data were missing from the database, the clinic letters related to that specific 
episode were reviewed and missing data added if available. The number of missing variables 
were reported for each covariate for cases and controls. Complete case analysis was planned if 
appropriate. 

 
Statistical analysis was performed with Stata/SE 16.1 for Mac (StataCorp. 2019. Stata Statistical 
Software: Release 16. College Station, TX: StataCorp LLC). 

Results 

 
The baseline characteristics of all study participants (n=384) are shown in table 1. The presence 
of urinary incontinence was reported in 63% of women with LS and 34% of the non-LS group, 
P<0.001. Women with LS were significantly older (median 62 versus 50, P<0.001), had a higher 
BMI (median 29 versus 26 (P<0.001) and higher parity (median 2, interquartile range 2-3 versus 
0-2).  Women without LS reported significantly higher washing frequency than women with LS 
(median 1, IQR 1-2 versus 1, P=0.047), and the practice of pre-prayer washing was also higher 
in this group (14% versus 2%, P=0.001). The severity of incontinence, quantified by the ICIQ 
score, was higher in LS than non-LS (median 5 versus 0, P<0.001).  
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Potential confounders which were significantly associated with both LS and UI were age, parity 

and BMI. Participants with missing data for these variables or the presence of UI were excluded 

from the final analysis (n=31). The excluded population were not statistically different from the 

analysed population in terms of key variables.   

 

 

Table 1 Baseline characteristics of all study participants 

 

 

 
 

A total of 353 participants were included in the multivariable analysis (LS group n=112, non-LS 

group n=241), shown in table 2. BMI and parity were not found to be confounders using the 

10% rule. The unadjusted OR for UI was 3.85 (95%CI 2.40-6.18), P<0.001. The final age-

adjusted OR for UI was 2.56 (95%CI 1.55-4.24), P<0.001.  

 
 

Table 2 Multivariable logistic regression 
 

 
Independent variable  

 
Odds ratio 

 
95% CI 

 
Standard error  

 
P value 

  3.85 (unadjusted) 2.40 - 6.18 0.93  <0.001  

Age (a priori)  2.56 1.55 - 4.24 0.66  <0.001  

Age + BMI  2.40 1.44 - 4.01 0.63 <0.001  

Age + parity  2.50 1.51 - 4.15  0.64  <0.001  

 
 

 
Variable 

 
LS group   
(n=126) 

 
Missing 
data (LS) 

 
Non-LS group 
(n=258) 

 
Missing data 
(non-LS) 

 
P value 

 

Age 
(median, IQ range) 

62 (55-71) 0 50 (34-64) 0 <0.001 

BMI 
(median, IQ range) 

29 (25.5-33) 10 26 (23-32) 12 <0.001 

Parity  
(median, IQ range) 

2 (2-3) 2 2 (0-2) 2 <0.001 

Self-reported UI 
(number, %) 

n=79 (63%) 2 n=87 (34%) 3 <0.001 

ICIQ score  
(median, IQ range) 

5 (0-11) 4 0 (0-5) 5 <0.001 

Washing 
frequency 
(median, IQ range) 

1(1-1) 0 1(1-2) 6 0.047 
 

Pre-prayer 
washing (number, 
%) 

n=3 (2%) 0 n=35 (14%) 0 0.001 
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Sensitivity analyses 
 

Sensitivity analyses were conducted excluding patients with LS/LP overlap from the LS group 
(n=8) and ICD secondary to UI from the non-LS group (n=19, 2 already excluded due to missing 
data), shown in table 3.  When LS/LP overlap were excluded, the age-adjusted OR was 2.80 
(95% CI1.67-4.70), P<0.001. This increased to 3.15 (95% CI 1.87-5.30) when incontinence-
associated ICD was excluded. Excluding both these groups, the age-adjusted OR was 3.55 
(95% CI 2.10- 6.04) P<0.001. 

 
 
Table 3 Sensitivity analysis. 
 

 
 

Missing data  

Missing data for BMI, ICIQ score, parity, presence of UI or washing frequency was present in 55 
cases at the point of extraction. No data was missing for other variables. After review of the 
vulval clinic letters relating to the same episode, 40 patients had missing data (one variable 
n=36, two variables n=4). Participants with missing data for the significant confounders and UI 
were excluded from the final analysis (n=31).  

Discussion 

 
This study has demonstrated that UI was more prevalent in women with LS than women 

with other genital conditions in the population attending the vulval dermatology clinic (63% 
versus 34%, P<0.001). Few studies report prevalence of UI in women with LS. Our recent meta-
analysis examined the existing evidence; in this the pooled prevalence was 35% (95% CI 13%-
58%) and there was no difference in UI between women with LS and controls (risk ratio 0.97, 
95% CI 0.53–1.75)(14). However, the included studies were limited by size and power, with no 
adjustment for confounding factors in several studies. Few studies used validated tools for 
screening for UI, further compounded by incomplete or absent reporting on methods used. 
Several studies failed to provide detail about how cases of LS/LP overlap cases were dealt with. 
When LS and LP overlap, the condition behaves differently to pure LS, and identifying the 
predominant condition can be challenging(15). To our knowledge, this is the first study using a 

 
Population 

 
Number of 
patients 
 

 
Age-adjusted 
odds ratio  

 
95% CI  

 
Standard 
error  

 
P value  

All  353 2.56 1.55 - 4.24  0.66  <0.001  

LS/LP overlap excluded   345 2.80 1.67 - 4.70 0.74  <0.001  

Incontinence-associated  
ICD excluded  

334 3.24  1.93 - 5.45 0.84  <0.001  

LS/LP overlap and 
incontinence-associated ICD 
excluded 

326 3.55 2.10 - 6.04 0.96 <0.001  
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validated screening tool for UI and prospectively collected data, which is powered to determine 
the odds of UI in women with vulval LS. 

 
There is wide variance in prevalence estimates for UI in the general population, according to 
population examined, definition of UI and diagnostic methods. A large European study of 29,500 
women reported that 35% of women had experienced UI in the preceding 30 days(8). The 34% 
prevalence amongst the non-LS group in our study is in keeping with these findings.  

 
The characteristics of the LS population in this study are typical; patients with LS were 
significantly older, had higher BMI and parity than those without LS. A recent Finnish study 
using population data of 7790 women with LS reported the age-specific incidence of LS was 
highest in post-menopausal women, with the highest rate (53 per 100,000 woman-years) found 
in women aged 75-79 years(9). A multi-centre Italian study involving 392 women and 337 men 
with LS found a significantly higher prevalence ratio of BMI >25kg/m2 (1.44, 95% CI 1.30–1.59, 
P<0.001) in comparison to the general Italian population(12). Increased age and parity in 
women with LS compared to other vulval diseases, as well as controls, have been reported 
in two cross-sectional studies(10, 11), one of which also reported higher BMI(10).   

 
Interestingly, women in the non-LS group reported significantly increased washing 

frequency and practice of pre-prayer washing. This raises many questions; it seems unlikely 
that increased washing is protective against development of LS. Potentially women with LS may 
wash less frequently to avoid irritation due to the condition. This is a complex topic, the scope of 
which is outside the remit of this paper. 

 
The use of prospectively collected data is a major strength of this study. Data were collected for 
clinical purposes and the entire adult population was analysed. In order to avoid selection bias, 
cases of LS/LP overlap and ICD secondary to UI were included but analysed separately in a 
sensitivity analysis, where they were excluded. Data were entered at the same point for all 
patients; the first appointment within the period of 2017-2020, and measurements were not 
repeated.  Patients received expert and consistent clinical assessment. Where the clinical 
presentation was atypical, diagnosis was confirmed with histology. A validated screening 
questionnaire for UI was consistently used.  

 
All cases of LS/LP overlap (n=8) were confirmed histologically, therefore were able to be 
analysed separately in this study. Exclusion of LS/LP overlap allowed analysis of cases of pure 
LS, which increased the odds of UI to 2.80 (95% CI 1.67-4.70).  Exclusion of incontinence-
associated ICD enabled comparison of LS with diagnoses that are unrelated to UI, further 
increasing the OR to 3.24 (95% CI 1.93-5.45). Exclusion of both these groups raised the odds of 
UI to 3.55 (95% CI 2.10-6.04.  However, the sensitivity analyses are slightly underpowered in 
the LS group when LS/LP are excluded. 

 
 This study has limitations. Data were collected from a single centre; therefore, the study 
population, local clinical practice and resources may limit the generalisability of these findings. 
The setting for this study was a specialist vulval clinic in secondary care; patients who have 
been referred are likely to represent those with more severe or persistent disease, therefore the 
findings may not be representative of the general population. As with all screening 
questionnaires, there is scope for recall bias. Patients may over-report UI symptoms due to 
perception of treatment gain or under-report due to embarrassment, normalisation of symptoms 
or cultural beliefs.  History of autoimmune disease was not analysed but is an additional 
potential confounder.  
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This study provides evidence of a link between UI and vulval LS, an association previously 
demonstrated in male genital LS.  Due to the cross-sectional study design, the outcome (UI) and 
exposure (LS) were measured at the same timepoint, therefore we cannot determine the 
direction of association between UI and LS (i.e. which one came first). Large population-based 
cohort studies are now needed to determine the nature of this association in the female 
population.  
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